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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents comparative study between Relational Database Management 
System (RDBMS) and Object Relational Database Management System(ORDBMS). 
The objective are to develop two systems with different models; Relational Database 
Management System (RDBMS) and Object-Relational Database Management System 
(ORDBMS) and also to choose which model is better from user and designer's point 
of view in terms of data modeling. Several problems are being identified in order to 
know which model is better; Relational Database Model or Object-Relational 
Database. Model approach. Similarities and differences between the two models based 
on criteria such as data modeling are compared. This is to provide guidelines on 
which model users or designers to choose from based on different type of data that 
they wish to accommodate. The scope of research is limited to be on the development 
of RDBMS and ORDBMS. This project involves project planning, requirements 
gathering, requirements analysis, logical database design, physical database design 
and finally testing phase. Thus, for the data collection, a research and a survey has 
been conducted through readings and interviews. By developing this comparative 
study, this project is expected to be implemented in Admission and Registration Unit 
in which it can serve the better performance of database. 
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This chapter features the basic information of the project, which includes the 
background of the project, problem statement, the objectives and scope of the study. 
This project will be concentrating on two different types of database system that include 
Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) and Object-Relational Database 
Management System (OR DBMS). 
1.1 Background of Study 
1.1.1 Database System 
Every company needs a database. Many different types of databases exist, some simple, 
others very complex. When we order a book from online bookstore i11 the Intemet, we 
are accessing database. One of the simplest forms of database 'With \vhich each one of us 
are familiar 'is a filing cabinet Information is stored in cabinet drawers:> h1 folders, and 
even subfolders. Many companies still shufile paperwork on a day-to-day basis instead 
of st01ing their information in computer. Although the complete elimination of 
paperwork is virtually impossible for any company, the benefits of storing data in a 
database are obvious. [1} 
The database is now such an integral part of our day-to-day life that often we are not 
aware we are using one. A database management system (DBMS) is a computer 
program designed to manage a database; a large set of structured data, and run 
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operations on the data requested by numerous users. Typical examples of DBMS use 
include accounting, inunan resources and customer support systems. Originally found 
only in large companies with the computer hardware needed to support large data sets, 
DBMSs have more recently emerged as a fairly standard part of any company back 
office. [2] 
There are four types of database models which are: 
,;j. Hierarchical database model 
,,... Network database mode! 
.,j. Relational database model 
""' Object Relational database model 
Hierarchical database model 
The architecture of hierarchical database model is based on the concept of parent/ child 
relationships. The structure of hierarchical database model appears as an inverted tree. A 
parent table can be associated with one or more child tables, but a single child table can 
be associated with only one parent table. [3] Figure 1.1 illustrates the hierarchical 
database model. 
Publisher (Root table, or parent) 
I I I Authors I I Book Stores I (Child tables of root tables) 
I I I 
I Titles I !Inventory I Orders I (Child tables of previous level) 
Figure U: Hierarchical database model 
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Benefits of hierarchical model are: 
,.j. Data can be quickly retrieved 
"* Data integrity is easier to manage 
Drawbacks of hierarchical model are: 
,.j. Users must be very familiar witl1 tl1e database structure 
'* Redundant data is stored 
Network Database Model 
Improvements were made to the hierarchical database model in order to derive the 
network model. Advantage of network model is the capability of parent tables to share 
relationship with child tables. This means that a child table can have multiple parent 
tables. [2] It is a transparent construction that relates a pair of nodes together by using 
one node as an owner and the other node as a member. [3] The relationship between 
tables in the network model is called a set stmctme. Set stmctures can represent a one-














The benefits of network database model are as follows: 
""' Data is accessed very quickly 
$ Users can access data starting with any table 
The drawbacks of the network database model are as follows: 
""' TI1e structure of the database is not easily modified 
oil. Changes to the database structure defmitely affect application progran1s that 
access the database 
'* The user has no understanding on the structure of the database 
Relational Database Model 
The relational database model is the most popular database model used today. Many 
improvements have been made to prior database models that simplify data management, 
data retrieval, and change propagation management. Three different types of table 
relationship are allowed: one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-many. Different 
relationships should be allowed to exist between tables in a database.[! J 
Tn the relational model, there is no root table, although parent and chilled relationships 
of tables are allowed. A parent table can have multiple child tables, as a child table can 




Publishers f-----t. Book Stores 
! ~'Ultact ~ nrite sell Stocked in I Authors H Titles lnventory 
Are ordered 
Orders I i 
Figure ! .3: The Relational Model 
Benefits of the relational model are as follows: 
.ii. Data is accessed very quickly 
,... The database structure is easy to change 
'* The data is represented logically, therefore users need not understand how the 
data is stored 
,. It is easy to develop complex queries to retrieve data 
'* It is easy to implement data integrity 
"*' Data is generally more accurate 
'* It is easy to develop and modify application programs 
.,j,. A standard ianguage (SQL) has been developed 
Drawbacks of the relational database model are as follows: 
'* Different groups of information, or tables, must be joined in many cases to 
retrieve data 
_. Users must be familiar with the relationship between tables 
,. Users must leam SQL 
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Object-Relational Database Model 
Object-relational database management system (ORDllMS) is a relational database 
management system that allows developers to integrate the database with their own 
custom data types and methods. [4] This system simply puts an object oriented front end 
on a relational database management system (RDBMS). When applications interface to 
tllis type of database, it will normally interface as though the data is stored as objects. 
However the system will convert the object infonnation into data tables with rows and 
columns and handle the data the same as a relational database. Likewise, when the data 
is retrieved, it must be reassembled from simple data into complex objects. [ 5] 
l EMP Class 
I 
+ LastName VARCHAR 
Properties + FirstName V ARCHAR I + lv!idinit v ARCHAR 
+Ssn VARCHAR 
+Phone 
Operation +Get address ( ) ADDRESS 
+StAddr V ARCHAR 
+City V ARCHAR 
+State V ARCHAR 
+Zip V ARCHAR 
Figure 1.4: The Object-relational database 
Benefits of the object-relational mode! are as follows: 
.Oj, Objects can inherit property settings from other objects 
,.. It is theoretically easier to manage objects 
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Drawbacks of the object-relational model are as follows: 
"" Users must learn Object Oriented (00) concepts because the 00 database does 
not work with traditional programming methods 
'* Stability is a concern since 00 database have not been around for long. 
1.1.2 Admission and Registration lJnit, UTP 
For tllis paper, Admission and Registration Unit ofUTP is chosen as the case study. This 
unit is under Registrar Department. The scope of work for this unit are basicaliy 
monitoring the admission of new students and handling registration courses of students. 
Recently, most of departments in UTP are using SAP R/3 System in implementing all 
activities. In this case the design of the database from this unit will be studied and that 
design will be used to come out with two systems with different type of model which are 
Relational Database Model and Object-Relational Database Model. From here, the 
models will be compared is in terms of data modeling and database language which are 
Data Definition Language (DDL) and Data Manipulation Language (DML) 
1.2 Problem Statement 
1.2.1 Problem Identification 
Several problems had been identified for this paper which are: 
'* Which model is better; Relational Database Model or Object-Relational Database 
Model approach. Here relationship and differences will be discovered between 
these two models approaches based on data modeling and database languages. 
"1. Since different model of databases is suitable with different type of data, people 
do not know which one is suitable to use in their situation. The approach used in 
practice does not mean that it produces the best results. It is often determined by 
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the standards used in an organization. Modern approaches, leading to the better 
results, are therefore not recognized. [ 61 
In order to understand the advantages and disadvantages of Relational and 00 
teclmologies, features of each model is explored. Ouly then the decision can be made in 
which teclmology to apply in which problems. 
Table 1.1: Uses of Relational and Object Technology 
entities for simulation, I I 
finance, scheduling, and 
configuration 
I 
and object repositories 
transaction per hour 




by separating data from 
Stonng i I 
multirnedia 





(Source: Robert Vcnnculcn, 1996, Upgrading Rekliional Databases with Objects, New 
York, page 105-110) 
Indicator: 
I - - Acceptab ie 
I = Good 
I+ = Excellent 
1.2.2 Significant of the Project 
There are several benefits Admission and Registration unit of UTP can gain in order to 
have a good database approach which are: 
..L. Data is accurate and easy to manage 
The database will have the accurate data such as referential integrity is applied 
(primary key and foreign key constraints) and some other constraints also have 
been established to check the uniqueness or validity of data. [l] 
"" Redundant data is minimized 
One of the main goals when storing data in a database is to reduce or eliminate 
redundant information. Data should be stored one time in the database if 
possible. If an occurrence of data is stored in multiple times in tl1e database, the 
data will be updated when changes are required. Redundant data is minimized 
though process called normalization. [!] 
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1.3 Objective, Scope of Study and Feasibility of the Project 
1.3.1 Objective 
The objectives of this project are: 
"" To develop two systems witl1 different models; Relational Database Management 
System (RDBMS) and Object-Relational Database Management System 
(ORDBMS). 
"" To study differences between both models from nser and designer view in terms 
of data modeling and database langlmges which are Data Defmition Language 
(DDL) and Data Manipulation Language (Dl\11). 
1.3.2 Feasibility of the Project within Timeline and Scope 
This project can be considered as technically feasible as the scope of the project is 
limited to the comparative study between RDBMS and ORDBMS. Here is no relative 
cost related to the project as this project can be developed using open sources 
application resources t11at is already available in tlle Intemet. TI1ere are also adequate 
resources available to suppott the project such as lntemet developers' fomms, open 
sources, books, online resomces as well as expertise from database field itself. 
The time 1,-iven to complete the project is also sufficient. The project timeline indicates 




LITERATURE REVIEW i THEORY 
2. LITER.\TURE REVIEW I THEORY 
ln doing the comparative study between Relational Database Management System 
(RDBMS) and Object Relational Database M..anagement System (ORDBMS), there are 
several tlJings that have. been taken in accmmt. First, the author defines the definition of 
RDBMS and ORDBMS. Then, there are studies Gn features vf these twG :m.odel& in order 
to get the clear comparison between them. 
2.1 Defmition ofRDBMS andORDBMS 
According to Jagadish Chaterjee (2005) in his article " Introduction to RDBMS, 
ORBMS and ORDBMS": 
Th-e relational m:odel is based on the structure of a database. A database is simply 
a collection of one or more relatiollS or tables with columllS aud rows. The use of 
set theory allows lor data to be slructtu·ed in a series of tables that has both 
cohrnms and rows. Each column corresponds to an attribute of that relation, 
while each row corresponds to a record that contains data values for an entity.[SJ 
However, there is a little bit different with Object Relational Database Management 
System concepts. 
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According to Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia : 
Object-relational database management system (ORDllMS) is a relational database 
management system that allows developers to integrate the database with their own 
custom data types and methods. The term ohjecl-relational database is sometimes 
used to describe extemal sofuvare products running over traditional DBMSs to 
provide similar features; these systems are more correctly referred to as object-
relational mapping system. [ 4] 
From these defmitions, it shows that the RDBMS a simple collection of one or more . 
relations or tables with columns and rows. Meanwhile, the ORDBMS is a relational 
database management system that allows developers to integrate the database with their 
own custom data types and methods which cannot be found in RDBMS. 
To prove the theory of the atticles saying that ORDBMS allows the developers to use 
their own data types and methods, the author had came out with the coding that can 
show the different compared with RDBMS. 
In .an RDDMS, it would be fairly common to see SQL statements like this: 
CREATE TABLE Customers ( 
Id CHAR(l2) NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
Surname VARCHAR(32) NOT NULL, 
FirstName VARCHAR (32) NOT NULL, 
DOB DATE NOT NULL 
) ; 
SELECT InitCap(Surname) II •, • II InitCap(FirstName) 
FROM Customers 
WHERE M:onth(DOB) = Month(getdate()) 
1\.ND Day(DOB} - Day(getdate()) 
which some 00 fans would describe as overly complex logic. Furthermore, most current 
SQL databases allow the creation of custom functions, which would allow the query to 
be expressed as: 
SELECT Formal (I d) 
FROM Customers 
WHERE Birthday(Id) - Today() 
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In an object-relational database, one might see something like this, where the data types 
and expressions such as BirthDay() are user-defined. 
CREATE T.A.BLE CustOmers { 
) ; 
Id Cust Id NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 
Name 
DOB 
PersonName NOT NULL, 
DATE NOT NULL 
SELECT Fol;ntal ( C.Namc 
FROM Cus Lome<·s C 
WHERE BirthDay ( C.DOB TODAY; 
2.2 Features of RDBMS and ORDBMS 
Each model has their unique advantages and disadvantages in database development. 
The author has to find out several features of these two models as the author can figure 
out which is the best in which circumstances. 
After some readings and study, the author came out with several benefit of using 
RDBMS which are: 
..!. A simple data-storage concept, tables, and standard query language 
..!. A logical separation of the database from application programs 
,j. A powerful data consistency and security mechanism 
"* The ability to have multiple concurrent users, with tral!Sactions 
This research had been proved by article below. According to Jagadish Chaterjee (2005) 
in his article" Introduction to RDBMS, ORBMS and ORDBMS'': 
Benefits of RDBMS are that the system is simple, flexible, and productive. 
Because the tables are simple, data is easier to understand and cormnunicate with 
others. RDBMS are flexible becanse users do not have to nse predefined keys to 
input infonnation. Also, RDBMS are more productive because SQL is easier to 
learn. This allows users to spend more time inputting instead of learning. More 
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importantly, RDBMS's biggest advantage is the ease with which users can create 
and access data and extend it if needed. After the original database is created, 
new data categories can be added without the existing application being 
changed.[ 5] 
As for tl1e ORDBMS, according to Jamiee Soni, Barbara S, Sally T, (2000) in their 
articles: 
OR DBMS is an extension of the relational model which allows richer data types 
to be supported. These new data types include user-defined abstract data types 
(ADTs), including image, audio, and video. Constructed types such as sets, 
tuples, arrays, and sequences are another example. A key feature of OR DBMS is 
inheritance which takes advantage of the commonality betwee-n ditlereut data 
types. For example, voice data and music clips are difterent data types which 
have thin!,'S in common. It is desirable to inherit properties of stereo music clips 
while defining voice data which may be recorded in mono.[7] 
This proved the research of the author regarding the advantages of ORDBMS which it 
can make use of the relationships between data to easily collect related records. ln an 
address book application, an additional table would be added to the ones above to hold 
zero or more addresses for each user. Using a traditional RDBMS, collecting 
information for both the user and their address requires a 'join": 
SELECT InitCap(C.Surname) II ', ' II InitCap(C.FirstName), A.city 
F'ROM Customers C, Addresses A 
WHERE A.Cust_Id~C.Id -- the join 
AND A. c.iLy="New YuL·k" 
The same query in an object-relational database is much simpler: 
SELECT Formal( C.Name ) 
FROM Customers c 
WHERE C.address.city="New York" 
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2.3 Data Modeling ofRDBMS and ORDBMS 
In this project, two data models are developed; which are Entity Relationship Diagram 
(ERD) for RDRMS and Unified Manipulation Language (UML) for OP...DBMS,ERD is 
best suited for relational database while UML is most suited for object relational 
database. 
Data Modeling ofRDBMS 
According to Information Technology Services, University ofTexas in its artJcle 
'"Introduction to Data Modeling": 
The Entity-Re!atioru;hip (ER) model was originally proposed by Peter in 1976 [Chen76] 
as a way to 1mify the network and relational database views. Simply stated the ER model 
is a conceptual data model that views the rea! world as entities and relationships. A basic 
component of the model is the Entity-Relationship diagram which is used to visually 
represent data objects. Since Chen wrote his paper the model has been extended and 
today il is commonly used tor database design !or the dalabase designer, lhe utility of 
the ER model is [8]: 
• It maps well to the relational model. The constructs nsed in the ER model can 
easily be transformed into relational tabies.f8J 
• It is simple and easy to lffiderstand with a minimum of training. Therefore, the 
model can be used by the database designer to communicate the design to the 
end user. [8j 
~ In addition, the model can be used as a design plan by the database developer to 
implement a data model in specific database management software. [8J 
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Data Modeling ofORDBMS 
From Wikipedia, tl1e free encyclopedia; 
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a non-proprietary, object modeling 
and specification language used in software engineering. HML includes a 
standardized graphical notation that may be used to create an abstract modelof a 
system: the UMJ, model. UML is an extensible modeling language. 1f a concept 
you need is not present in the base language, you may introduce it by defming a 
stereotype.f9] 
UMt is officiaiiy defined at the Object Management Group by the UML 
metamodel (a Meta-Object Facility metamodel serialized in XMI). UML is a 
General Purpose Modelit1g language. While UML was designed to specif~;, 
visualize, construct, and document software-intensive systems, UML is not 
restricted to modeling software. UML has its strengths at higher, more 
architectural levels and has been used for modeling hardware (engineering 
systems) and is comnionly used for business process modeling, systew..s 
engineering modeling, and representing organizational structure among many 
other domains. [9] 
Inheritance 
A very important concept in object-oriented design, inheritance, refers to the ability of 
one class (child class) to inherit the identical functionality of another class (super class), 
and then add new functionality of its own. (Tn a very non-technical sense, imagine that T 
inherited my mother's general musical abilities, but in my family I'm the only one who 
plays electric guitar.) To model inheritance on a class diagram, a solid line is drawn 
from the child class (the class inheriting the behavior) with a closed, unfilled arrowhead 
(or triangle) pointing to the super class. Consider types of bank accmmts: 




owner : String 
balance : Dollars 
deposit (amount : Dollars ) 




insufficlen1Fundsfee : Dollars annuannterestRate : Percentage 
processCheck ( checkToProcess :Check) depositMonthlylnterest ( ) 
withdrawal (amount : Dollars ) withdrawal (amount : Dollars) 
Figure 1.5: The hierarchy of BankAccount class 
Inheritance offers the following benefits: 
• Subclasses provide specialized behaviors from the basis of common elements 
provided by the supcrclass. Through the usc of inheritance, programmers can 
reuse the code in the superclass many times. 
• Programmers can implement superclasses called abstract classes that define 
common behaviors. The abstract superclass defmes and may partially implement 
the behavior, but much of the class is uudefmed and unimplemented. Other 
programmers fill in the details with specialized subclasses. 
In suuunary, Relational and Object-relational database systems each have certain 
siTengths as well as certain weaknesses. In general, the weakness of one type of system 




3. METHODOLOGY AND PROJECT WORK 
This chapter contains a detailed description of the methodologies and procedures used to 
complete and achieve the objectives of this project. This includes the development of tile 
Relational Database and Object Relational Database for Registration Unit UTP. 
3.1 Procedure Identification 










3.2 Project Phases Details 
Table 1.2: Project Phases Details 
Phase \lain \cti' itil'S 
Project Planning 
Requirements Gathering and Analysis 
Planning on how the phases can be realized 
most efficiently and effectively. 
'* Develop milestones of project 
A Gantt chart had been developed in order 
to provide a time line for the work and 
tasks that have been allocated during the 
development of the project (Refer to 
Appendix l) 
Fact finding techniques 
·.!. Interview 
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:> An interview is conducted with 
the Head of Admission and 
Registration Unit in order to 
know the business process and 
how this unit runs.(Refer to 
Appendix 8) 
,,. Study on Literature Review 
)• Analysis had been done through 
reading the article on related 
fields and understanding the 
concept of Relational Database 
Management System) RDliMS 
and Ob.iect Oriented Database 
Management 
(ORDBMS). 
"* Analyzing current database 
System 
""' Determining System Requirements 
Logical Database Design 
Pltysical Database Design 
Testing 
3.3 Tools 
,j. Examiniirg Documentation 
Build and validate logical data model 
'* Identify entity types 
.!. Identify relationship types 
>!. Determine attribute domains 
"1!. Determine candidate, prunary, and 
alternate key attributes. 
·• Derive relations for logical data model 
( eg: one-to-one relationship) 
,.j. Validate relations using normalization 
·.J. Check integrity constraints 
Translate logical data model for target DBMS 
* Design base relations 
,..j,. Design representation of derived data 
.!. Design the general constraints 
Construct/ Coding 
,j. Oracle9i is used as a tool m the 
development of the proposed system. 
Testing for errors and validated against 
requliements specified by users 
ln order to ensure the development of the project is succeed, a specific hardware 




A list of hardware requirements of the computer that required completing the project has 
been shows in Table 1.3 below. 
Table 1.3: Minimum Hardware Requirement 
De\ ice Requirement 
Processor Intel Pentium IV 2.66 Ghz 
Memory 512MB of memory 
Disk Space 20GB of free space 
3.2.2 Software 
Table 1.4 shows the software used throughout the development of monitoring service. 
Table 1.4: Software Requirements 
Soft" arc I· unction 
Oracle 9i This development system will be 
developed using Oracle 9i. 
Window XP As a platform for this project 
Macromedia Dreamweaver MX Software tool to build interface of the 
system. 
PHP and Apache Server Web server that can connect PHP and 
Oracle. 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapt.er compiles the current findings or outcomes of the project work. There has 
been some information, con1ing from journal and online sources. According to fmdings 
from different sources, the differences in terms of data design and database languages 
have been discussed in this chapter. 
4.1 Project Planning Implementation 
The first step in developi11g database system is to clearly define the mission statement 
for the database project, which defines the major aims of the database system. 
4.l.l Creating the mission statement for the system developed. 
The process of creating a u.ission statement for the system is began by conducting the 
interview with the person in-charged and other appropriate staff. Open-ended questions 
are normally the most useful at this stage of process. An interview had been conducted 
with one of the staff in Admission and Registration Unit, UTP. Her nan1e is Puan 
Suhaidah Bt Ismail, the head of Registration. Below are several questions had being 
asked during the interview. 
Farhana 
Pn. Suhaidah 
"What is the purpose of your unit?" 









"Why do you feel that you need a database?" 
"Yes. Since there is many data that have to be managed, it is 
sufficient for this department to have a well-organized database." 
"How do you know !hat a database will solve !he problem'!" 
"All I know is that we are drowning in paperwork. We need 
something that will speed up the way we work by automating a 
lot of the day-to-day tasks that seen to take for ever days." 
"What is your opinion with the system that you have now?" 
"Frankly speaking, the system that we use now can help us to 
do the job faster and more efficient. However, we do not 
know whether there will be any better system that can 
improve our performance." 
A mission statement can be created after responses are analyzed. Here the mission 
statement will be 
'TI1e purpose of this project is to know which type of model of database is better to be 
used for Admission and Registration Unit in terms of the data modeling.' 
4.2 Requirement Gathering Implementation 
There are several data techniques that are used. Below are the techniques that had been 
done. 
4 Interview 
:> An interview is conducted with the Head of Admission and Registration 
Unit in order to know the business process and how tllis unit rUJlS. 
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,j, Research 
)• Analysis llad been done through reading the article on related fields and 
understanding the concept of Relational Database Management System 
(RDBMS) and Object Oriented Database Management System 
(ORDBMS). 
,j, Analyzing current database 
> During the interview, some questions related to the current database are 
asked. Currently the system that Admission and Registration Unit is using 
is Campus Management (CM) System. This system can track the data for 
student registration. 
,j, Examining Documentation 
> Documents related to the business process of the course registration are 
examined in getting the clear picture of the flow. 
4.3 Requirement Analysis 
4.3.1 Business Process 
Academic and Central Services (ACS) is one of the department in UTP. It consists of 
several units such as Admission and Registration Unit, Exam and Record Unit, and 
Academic Administration Unit. 
As for this project, Admission and Registration Unit is selected. In general, Admission 
specializes in process of registration of new students while Registration specializes in 
process of course registration. This project wiil focus on Registration part. {Refer to 
Appendix 2 and 3) 
Basically, the process of the course registration is starting from creating and maintaining 
students master data. ln ot11er words, tllis unit have to come out wit11 student master data 
which include student names, students ID no, year of e.tuollment, semester of 
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enrollment, sponsors (if any), programme code, major I minor conrses, credit transter 
and waive conrse. After the stndent master data is created, the tmit will proceed with 
creating the course plan. It comprises of courses taken and which category the courses 
are in. This activity wi!! be done before course registration begins. 
Before the students register their courses, they will get their advisor's approval first The 
student will register the course dming the course registration time. Usually it w'Jl be 
during the final week before semester ends. There are two types of registration; by batch 
or individual. Registration by batch wiil be done by Academic Administration clerk and 
individual registration will be done by students. Students will have acc.ess to the system 
through their ID no, IC no, or name. 
At'ter the student had registered the courses online, it will be checked by the Academic 
Administration in the system. This unit is using Campus Management (CM) System. 
(Refer Appendix 4) If there is any problem or invalid data, the student will be required 
to fill in again the form, usually done using manuai fonn. 
The examination slip will be issued to the students after their registration fonn is 
approved. Yet, tl1e students have to check the slip whether it has correct information or 
VICe versa. 
Other depar"t!llent and unit such as Finance Department and Exam Unit can view the 
students' data through CM system. It is to know the courses taken by the students tor 
payment and examination purposes. 
4.4 Logical Database Design (RDBMS} 
Logical Database design is basically a process of constructing a model of the data used 
in an enterprise based on a specific data model. The logical data model is based on the 
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target data model for the database. For this project, relational database model and object 
relational database model are being used. 
First of all an ER Diagram is developed. It is a top-down approach to database design 
that begins by identifying the important data called entities and relationships between 
the data that must be represented by the model. 
4.4.1 Identify entity types 
The basic concept of ER Model is the entity type. Entity type is a group of objects with 
the same properties. It has independent existence and can be objects with physical (or 
'real') existence or objects with a conceptual (or 'abstract') existence. As for this 
pn~ject, several entities are identified which are: 
Table 1.5: Entities with physical or conceptual existence 












A relationship type is a set of associations between one or more participating entity 
types. Type used for this project is binary relationship 
4.4.2 Derived relations for logical data model 
The main type of constraints on relationship is called multiplicity. There are three types 
of relationship which are: 
._ One-to-one relationships 
"*' One-to-many relationships 
'* Many-to-many relationships 




































* l Reg Details 
create l ~----------~------------~-f-----------~ 
l 
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4.4.3 Identify and associate attributes with entity or relationship 
types 
The objective is to associate attributes with eutity or relationship types. 
For this project, attributes arc identified and associated vvith entities as follo\\-s: 
Table L6: Entity and the attributes 
I No I Entity 
i I J Student 







12 i SpollSOr l ! l i 
l l 
' I I ! 3 i Advisor I 
' ! l 
' ' I I I 
14 I Course 
l i ' I I s ! SlipRegistmtion 
f I l I 
' i 6 j Clerk 
I 
' Finance 
I E.-,:am Unit 
Course EnroUe.d 
I Registration Details 
' 
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I IDfPKj l Name 
f Gender 





IS IC S ContactNo j S-Address 
I A_ID{PKi 
A_Name 
l AIC A ContactNo 1 A=Addrees' 
Attribute 
I CourseCodeiPK} j CourseName. · 
j Slip_No 
i Clerk_ ID {PK} 




j Student_ Name 
i Student Year 
I Student-CMrse 
Course Name I Student ID 
4.4.4 Determine attribute domain 
A domain is pool of values from which one or more attributes draw their values. A fully 
developed data model specifies the domains for each attribute and includes: 
•olo Allowable set of values for lhe attribute 
""- Sizes and formats of the attribute 
As attribute domain are identified, their names and characteristics are recorded in the 
data dictionary. (Refer to Appendix 5) 
4.4.5 Determine candidate, primary, and alternate lrey attributes. 
This step is concerned with identifying the candidate key. A candidate key is a minimal 
set of attributes of an entity that uniquely identifies each occli!Tence of that entity. More 
then one candidate key are identified, in which case one primary key will be choose, the 
remaining candidate keys are called alternate keys. (Refer Appendix 5) 
4.5 User Interface for the Project 
User Interface is necessary to be done since not all level of people are familiar with the 
SQL statement. Some people are expe1t on it but there are also ce1iain people that naive 
·about SQL statement. Hence this is the alternative way for people to use the database so 
that they can compare between two types of models which are RDBMS and OR DBMS. 
In fact, there are several software tools to create interface that may connect to Oracle. 
For instance, VB.Net, Macromedia Dreamweaver MX, C++ and some other languages 
can connect the interface to the database especiaily Oracle. 
So, for this project, .Macromedia Dreannveaver MX is used to developing the interfaces. 
There are some strong reasons why this tool is selected. Some of the reasons are it is 
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easy to handle and there are lot of resources from the internet as well as references 
books that can show the connection between PIJP and Orack. To start the interface 
development, first the business process of the system is studied.lt is to ensure how many 
inte1face will be developed. Also, the users of the system are being determined. 
Aflcr some studies, below arc the types of target user that will usc the system !allowed 
by lhe Level of Authority (LOA) for each user. 
Table 1.7: The user and T ,evd of Authority for the system 
l 'ser I.e' el of Authorit~ (LO \) 
Administrator Add record, edit record, delete record, 
view record. 
Student Add record, drop record, view record. 
Finance Unit View record 
Exam Unit View record 
The inte1face will be done based on the table above. For instance, there will be inte1faces 
tor add record, edit record, delete record, and quc1y record. These is interfaces arc 
distinguished from type of users. For example Finance Unit can view only selected 
record lor student details compared lo Adm:inis!rator lhal able to view lhe master dala of 
student details. 
Bdow arc the interlaces of the proJect. 
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WELCOME TO ONLINE COURSE REGISTRATION 
\USING Rl.!LAT:tONAL DATABASE tlODEL) 
Figure 1.7 : Tnlcrfacc of main page 
Figure 1.8 Interface of course registration (student's view) 
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figure L9: Interface of view course confirmation (sn1dent's view) 
UNI\"ER.\Tll TEKNOLOG-Il'J!'TRONA.'~ 
COURSFS OFFERIID FOR FOlJNlM. TION AND lJNJ>FRGRADUA TF.l'ROGR41\Jl\.IF;S 
JUlY 2006 ,\'EMESI'IR 
Figure 2.0 fnterfi1.ce of course offered page 
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Eest •·iewsd with moniter s<!tting of 1024 ~ 76s pi~el$ in a thousand colours, 
Irllsmat E~piCtTsr 4+ or Nat;c;;pe ,'1-a,igator 4+ with Macromad1a Fla;;h plug-in. 
Figure 2.1: Interface of administrator's login 
Figure 2.2: Tnterfa.ce of add student record (administrator's view) 
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figure 2.3: Interface of query student record (administrator's view) 
Figure 2_3: Interface of query student record (administrator's view) 
The syntax of the interfaces is attached (See appendix 6). 
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4.5.1 Connection between Oracle and PHP 
First of all, research is done on whic.h is the suitable application to integrate with 
Oracle. I found out that PHP iB a good application to integrate with Oracle. 
There are several advantages using PHP ro integrate with Oracle. Oracle is a 
powerful database for building web-based applications. PHP is fumous for being 
quick and efficient; it can help us build fast applications that are not going ro 
weigh dm-vn our database. Pair Oracle up with PHP, and we get a· powerhouse 
c.ombination. 
Information about PHP 
PHP (an acronym for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor) has grown by leaps and 
bounds inro one of the most popular web programming languages around. 
(According to netcraft.com, Apache cmmnauds 55% of the entire web server 
market, and PHP c!ai.rns 38% of all those Apache servers.) 1t has done so by 
allowing us to quickly and efficiently get the job done while providing 
sophisticated features for more complex applications. With efficiency and low 
overhead serving as its prime directives, it helps produce some of the fasted web-
based applications around. PHP is also open source, we do not have to wait for the 
vendor to fix bugs, and plenty of peer review uncovers and irons out the ones 
there. 
PHP is basically a set of scripts much like those we might write in Perl or Python 
that we can directly embed in your HTML pages. In this approach, HTML serves 
as the basic framework for a page, while dynamic PHP code draws content and 
information from our Oracle database. 
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Oracle and PHP 
PHP and Oracle integration is nothing new; in fact, Oracle was one of the frrst 
databases other than MySQL to which l'Hl' could connect. Programmers have 
been building PIIP applications for Oracle for years, usually by building Apache 
with PHP + Oracle support Whal is new, however, is Oracle support f<-.r this 
combination and for users building PHP-based applications including 
documentation on OTN, as well as Me!alilh\ support for installing mod_php wi!ll 
Oracle Appiication Server. 
Many books and matelials are being studied in order to 11nd the easiest way in 
collllecting PHP and Oracle. Not forget, the internet is also surfed to fmd the best 
methods. A!l the information fi·om the books and intemet are gathered for the 
future use. TI1ere are sevenil matters to be considered before ihe coding activities 
begin. 
Below are several matters ihat have to be considered: 
·4 What is l'Hl' and what's it got to do with Oracle. 
"* What is the difference between the OCI and ORA extension modules. 
,,., How docs one configure PHP to usc Oracle 
"* How does one connect to Oracle. 
,., Why do we get error "Call to undefined function: ora_!ogon()/ 
ocilogon()". 
>ib How does one SELECT, TNSERT, UPDATE and DELETE data from 
PHP. 
,., How are database transactions handled in PHP. 
'"" How are database enws handled in PHP. 
,.., How does one call stored procedures li-om PHP. 
"* DoesPHP offer Orade collllection pooling. 
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Before anything can be done with l'Hl', of course, we have to ensure t1Jat it is installed 
and working on our system. In this case, the application named easyPIIP version 1.8 that 
consists of PJ:-l.J' application and Apache is used for this project 
The next step is how we tie PIIP to Oracle. In keeping w·ith the PIIP tradition, the 
process will be like below: 
Table l. 7 : The code and the explanation in connecting Oracle with PHP 
(ode Lxplaination 
OCILogon() Opens a connection to Oracle. 
Requires that the environment variable 
ORACLE SID has been set and that 
we have a valid usemame and 
password. 
OCIParscO P2'.rscs an SQL statement 
ocmxcculc() Executes the SQL statement 
OCl NumCols() Gcis ihc number of eolumm used in the 
SQL statement. 
OClFetch() Gets ihe next row in the result of a SQL 
statement and places it in a result buffer. 
OCIResult() Gets the value of the named column in 
the current result row. 
OCIFreeStatement() Frees the resources Ill used by the 
current statement. 
OCTLogolT(J Closes the connection to Oracle. 
(Source: PHP Manual,<http://www2.stack.ru/-Julia!PHP4/functlon.ocllogon.html > 
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4.6 Comparison between RDBMS and ORDBMS 
For this project the comparative study between RDBMS and ORDBMS will be divided 
by two categories; first is Logical Database Design and second one is Physical Database 
Design. For Logical Database Design, the study will focus on data design which is the 
diagram representational. In other word, there will be two diagrams that represent 
RDBMS and ORDBMS each and further comparison wiii be run. 
Second category is Physical Database Design. SQL commands can be divided into two 
main sublanguages. In brief, The Data Definition Language (DDL) contains the 
com.'llands used to create and destroy databases and database objects. After the database 
structure is defined v;it.'l DDL, database administrators and users can utilize t.':lc Data 
Manipulation Language (DML) to inse1i, retrieve and modifY the data contained within 
it. 
4.6.1 Logical Database Design Comparison 
The comparison between RDBMS and ORDBMS is done by comparing both data 
modeling. In this project system architecture is developed for each model. For RDBMS, 
diagram called Entity Relational Database (ERD) is developed that represents relational 
data model and Unified Manipulation Language (UML) is developed to represent object 
relational data model. Appendix 7 shows the ERD and UML for RDBMS and RDBMS. 
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Figure 2 J: Entity of Student uses Status as one of attributes to represent status of 
student using ERD. For example: Undergraduate or Foundation 
Tn this case, RDRMS approach use attribute named Status to represents the status of 
student by using ERD. On the other hand, ORDBMS approach creates subclasses that 
for status which are Foundation and Undergraduate. This is called inheritance which the 
subclasses will share the same attributes and/or the same methods with the super class. 
The advantage of this is that we do not have to write the same code repeatedly, we want 
a mechanism that takes advantage of these similarities. Inheritance is that mechanism. 
Inheritance models "is a" and "is like" relationships, enabling us to reuse existi!lg data 
and code easily. When A inherits from B, we say A is the subclass of B and B is the 
superclass of A. Furthermore, we say we have "pure inheritance" when A inherits all the 
attributes and methods of B. The UML modeling notation for inheritance is a line with a 




figure 2.2: UML Diagram that shows the inJ1eritance between Student as superclass, and 
two subclasses; which are .Foundation and Undergraduate 
( ·COurse- ·cOde ) 
CourSe 
( .course_narrie .) 
Figure 2.3: Entity of Course uses course nante as one of attributes to represent status of 
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Figure 2.4: UML Diagram that shows the inheritance between Course entity as 
superclass, and four subclasses; which are Core, Minor, DR, Major 
4.6.2 Physical Database Design Comparison 
Data Definition Language 
[) 
A Data Definition Language is a computer language for defining data. For example in 
Oracle the DDL statements refer to CREATE, DROP, ALTER, etc. 
These SQL statements define the structure of a database, including rows, columns, 
tables, indexes, and database specifics such as file locations. DDL SQL statements are 
more part of the DBMS and have large differences between the SQL variations. DDL 
SQL commands include the following: 
• Create - To make a new database, table, index, or stored query. 
• Drop -To destroy an existing database, table, index, or view. 
• Alter - To modify an existing database object. 
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In facl, !here are obviolls contrast between RDBMS and ORDBMS in terms or DDL. 
To create a table, ihe command langt~age for RDBMS is: 
I c:;,--:=-:-=-::~::::,~-c:---------------i~! Usc code CREA~ ABLE S§llf'ltR II create 1, 
( RID INTEGER NOT NULL, 
R.N"ame V ARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL, I tabie l 
!{Gender V AKCHAK2(6), 
RIC V ARCIIAR2(14), 
1{00!< DATE, 
RProgrammc V AR.CHA.R2(20). 




RAddress V ARCHAR2(30), 
CONSTRAINT StudclltR _PK PRIJ\1ARY KEY(RlD)); 
I 
While for ORDRMS, the command language will be like this: 
CREA~dcnt Type AS OBJECT •I 
( 10 Number(6), 
Create type 











Sponsor Sponsor_ Type, 
Advisor Advisor _Type .. 
Clerk Clerk _T;~>e, 
Course CourseTab, 
SlipRcgllitration ShpRcgistration_Jypc, 
MEMBER FUNCTION Studentlnfo RETURN V ARCHAR2) NOT FINAL; 
I 
*subclass for 
TE or replace TYPE FoundationStudent Type UNDER S1ndent 
( Status , 
creation 






*subclass for student 
CREATE orreplace TYPE Undergraduate Student_ Type UNDER Student_ Type 
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( Status Varchar2(!0), 
OVERRIDING MEMBER FUNCTION Studentlnfo RETURN VARCHAR2); 
I 
There are additional commands for OROHMS which are creating type and the 
subclasses also being created under a specific class. 
Type in ORDBMS 
A type, in an object oriented system, summarizes the common features of a set of objects 
with the same characteristics. An object type has attributes, which reflect the entity's 
structure, and methods, which implement the operations on the entity. In programming 
languages, types are tools to increase programmer productivity, by insuring program 
correctness. If the type system is designed carefully, the system can do the type checking 
at compile-time, otherwise some of it might b.ave to deferred at compile time, thus, types 
are mainly used at compile time to check the correctness of the programs. 
So when creating type, the developer do no has to \-Teate the same set of objects with the 
same characteristics later on; but the developer can use existing type. 
Inheritance in ORDBMS 
Data inheritance is another extension to ORDBMS' s type system. In this case, we 
recognize that Foundation student and Undergraduate student are Student; thus they 
have something in common (the fact of being Student), and they also have something 
specific. So type Student is introduced, then Foundation_ student is declared as special 
types of Student, who inherits attributes from Student, yet has own attributes, Similarly 
Undegraduate_student is declared as special kind of Student, with its specific attributes. 
The advantage of having this kind of formula is it leads to a better structured and more 
concise description of the schema. Inheritance also helps code reusability, because every 
program is at level at which the largest numbers of objects can share it. 
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Oata Manipulation Language 
Data Manipulation Language (DML): is a family of computer languages used by 
computer programs or database users to retrieve, insert, delete and update data in a 
database. 
Currently, the most popular data manipulation language is that of SQL, which is used to 
retrieve and manipulate data in a Relational database. 
Data manipulation languages have their fi.mctional capability organized by the initial 
word in a statement, which is almost always a verb. In the case of SQL, these verbs are 
"select", "insert", "update", and "delete". This makes the nature of the language into a set 
of imperative statements (commands) to the database. 
After some research and study about the comparison between RDBMS and ORDBMS in 
terms of DML, the result is there are not major differences between them. The example 
below proves that the command for RDBMS and ORDBMS are the slightly the same. 
DML command for RDBMS: 
INSERT INTO Student_ Table VALUES 
(000398, 'Numl Huda Zaaba','Female',841102064432,'02-11-1984', 21, 'Tnfunnation 
System','Malaysia','Malay', 0126873074, '88,.Tin Raya, Tmn Pennata', 
Sponsor_Type(2222,'Zaaba Ahmad', 590812062234, '88,JlnRaya,Tmn Permata,Kuala 
Selangor' ,89424598, 'Veterinar', 'Father'), 
Advisor_Type(llll,'Hamidah Wahab', 590723143390, '88,JlnRaya,Tmn Pennata', 
89424598,'Lecturer'), 
Clerk_ Type( '3456', 'Nur Safiyah .AJeya Baharudin'), 
CourseTab (Course_ Type(' STB 4153 ', 'ABAP IT', 'Mr Khairul Shafee') ), 
SlipRegisiration_Type(567843, 
(Clerk_ Type( <3456', <Nur Safiyah Aleya Baharudin ')))) 
DML colllllland for ORBMS: 
INSERT INTO S!udeniR VALUES 
(000398, 'NurulHudaZaaba','Female',84ll02064432, 'IS','Malay11ia','Malay', 
'UGtaduate',Ol26873074, '88,Jln Raya, Tmn Permata ') 
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The only ditierence between both command languages is that the ORDBMS has the 
additional command which is INSERT values for other tables and not only student table 
itself. The reason why there is additional command is because ORBMS do not have the 
primary key. So in this case, values for tables that ha.ve relationship v.~th student table 
such as clerk, advisor, and sponsor table is also being inserted in student table. Unlike 
RDBMS, the student table gets the data fh1m other table by using the foreign key. So the 
values form otl1er tables will be called using the foreign key in student table. 
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CHAPTER5.0 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The project has presented an approach for using database design which are ERD and 
U M L as the basis of comparative analysis between Relational Database and Object 
Relational Database designs. The result shows tltat Object Relational Database 
implement inheritance concept unlike Object Relational Database. 
Besides, a comparative study also covered the differences in tenus of database languages 
which are Database Definition Language (DDL) and Database Manipulation Language 
(DML). Several results had been foUlld which were ORDBMS applied complex type and 
inheritance. In contrast, RDBMS applied entity integrity and referential integrity which 
are primary key and foreign key. 
By having the comparative study between RDBMS and ORBMS, it can help the 
Admission and Registration tmit in choosing the right model of their database. It is to 
ensure the smoothness and eilectiveness of usage. Furthermore, it may reduce the cost of 
maintaining the system since the organization manages to use the right type of model for 
t.h.eir databases. 
So, for this project paper, I can say both type of models has their o>vn strengthens and 
weaknesses. As for Admission and Registration Unit, both models can be used. 
However, relational database model is most suited for this set of data. The reason is it 
provides a simple data storage concept, tables and standard query language compared to 
ORDBMS. ORDBMS is best suited to work with complex data like images, audio, and 
video. GIS application is one example that suits this type of model. 
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Recommendations for enhancing and continuing this project are to compare and 
determine the differences between RDBMS and ORDBMS in tenns of Data Control 
Language. The idea is to identify whether a user of one subclass can has the privilege of 
the supcrclass. It is because object relational model has the inheritance concept which 
consists of superclass and subclasses. Hence, the research will determine whether the 
user of subclass has the grant to view the superclass or not. The result will show which 
model is good in security mechanism. 
Besides, this comparison also can be done in term of performance comparison. For 
example, we can know which model has the ability to have multiple concurrent users or 
the f.1stcst transaction time which it can shows the performance of data retrieval. 
In addition, we can compare in terms of data storage. Here, we can see which type of 
model able to store a large volume of data in a single of database. 
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FLOWCHART OF STUDENT MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM AT ADMMISION AND 
REGISTRATION UNIT, UTP 




Registration (if any changes 

























BUSINESS FLOW OF ADMISSION 
Business Flow of Admission 
Create & maintain 
students master data 
Create course plan 
Course registration by 






Clerk I Students 
To have a complete 
student master data which 
include: 
Student names 
Students ID no 








To create a course plan 
which comprises of course 
taken and which category 
the courses are in e.g 
University Requirements, 
Core Courses, engineering 
courses etc .. This activity 
will be done before course 
registration begins. 
Registmtion by batch will 
be done by Academic 
Administration clerk and 
individual registration will 
be done by students. 
Student will have access 
to the system through their 
ID no, IC no, or name 
Print course 
registration slip 
To monitor add/ drop 
of courses 
Academic Administration 
Clerk will print and 
distribute to students for 
their copies. Students are 
allowed to add or drop 
any course in two weeks 
time. 
APPENDIX4 
GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE (GUI) OF 
CAMPUS MANAGEMENT (CM) SYSTEM 
GRAPIDCAL USER INTERFACE (GUI) OF CAMPUS 
MANAGEMENT (CM) SYSTEM 
Figure 1: Student Master Data using SAP( Currently used in Admission and Registration 
Unit) 
Change Personal Data 
Figure 2: Student Information Details 




Figure 3: Course Registration Form at 
http://www.petronas.eom.my/sms/SMSCourse.nsllOnlineRegistration 
APPENDIX5 
DATA DICTIONARY (RELATIONAL MODEL) 
Dictionruy 
Entity Attribute Data Type Lenetb Metbod Remark 
Student ID{PK} NUMBER 6 
Name VARCHAR2 6 
Status VARCHAR2 14 
Sponsor S_Code{PK) NUMBER 6 
S_Name VARCHAR2 40 
S _ ContactNo NUMBER 14 
Advisor A_ID{PK} NUMBER 6 
A_Name VARCHAR2 40 
A IC NUMBER 14 
A_ ContactNo NUMBER 8 
Course CourseCode{PK) NUMBER 40 
CourseName VARCHAR2 6 
40 
SlipRegistration Slip_No NUMBER 6 
Clerk Clerk_ ID{PK} NUMBER 6 
Clerk_Name VARCHAR2 40 
Finance Finance_ Ref VARCHAR2 40 
Exam Unit Exam Ref VARCHAR2 40 
Reg_ details Student ID NUMBER 40 
Student_ Name VARCHAR2 6 
Student_ Year NUMBER 40 
Student_ Course NUMBER 10 
Course _Plan Course_ Name VARCHAR2 40 
APPENDIX6 
-SYNTAX OF INTERFACE OF THE PROJECT 
-CODE OF TABLE CREATION (RDBMS AND 
ORBMS) 
SOL STATEMENT FOR RDBMS TABLE CREATION 
CREATE TABLE Sponsor2 
( RS _ ID INTEGER, 
I 
RS _Name V ARCHAR2(20) Nar NULL, 
RS _ ContactNo INTEGER NOT NULL, 
SID lNTEGER 
CONSTRAINT Sponsor2 _PK PRIMARY KEY (RS _ID), 
CONSTRAINT Sponsor2_FKJ FOREIGN KEY (SID) REFERENCES 
CREATE TABLE advisor2 
(AID INTEGER, 
Aname V ARCHAR2(10), 
AOocupation V ARCHAR2(10), 
RCourseCode V ARCHAR2(8) NOT NULL, 
SID INTEGER, 
studentEnrolled V ARCHAR2(7), 
CONSTRAINT advisor2 _PK PRIMARY KEY (AID), 
Rstudent2(SID)); 
CONSTRAINT advisor2_FKJ FOREIGN KEY (SID) REFERENCES Rstudent(SID), 
CONSTRAINT advisor2 _FK2 FOREIGN KEY (StudentEnrolled) REFERENCES CourseEnrolladl(StudentEnrolled)); 
CREATE TABLE clerk2 
(CID INTEGER 
cnarne V ARCHAR2(40), 
SID INTEGER 
CONSTRAINT clerk2 _PK PRIMARY KEY (CID), 
CONSTRAINT clerk2_FKI FOREIGN KEY (SID) REFERENCES Rstudent2(SID)); 
CREATE TABLE RegDetailsZ 
( RRegDetails _ ID lNTEGER NOT NULL, 
RCourseTaken V ARCHAR2(14), 
CID INTEGER, 
CONSTRAINT RegDetails2 _FKI FOREIGN KEY (CID) REFERENCES Clerk2(CID)); 
CREATE TABLE ExrunUnit2 
( RExam_ref V ARCHAR2(40)); 
I 
CREATE TABLE Finance2 
(RFinance_ref VARCHAR2(40)); 
I 
CREATE TABLE RStudent2 
( SID INTEGER 
SName V ARCHAR2(20) NOT NULL, 
SProgramme V ARCHAR2(20), 
SStatus V ARCHAR2(10), 
SContactNo V ARCHAR2(10), 
SEmail V ARCHAR2(30), 
CONSTRAINT RStudent2_PK PRIMARY KEY(SID)); 
*link at many side between student. and Course using complex. datatype 
*superclass 
CREA1E TABLE Roourse2 
(Rooursecode V ARCHAR2(7) NOT NULL, 
Rcoursename V ARCHAR2 (25) NOT NULL, 
Rcredithour INTEGER NOT NULL, 
SID IN1EGER, 
CONSTRAINT RCourse2_PK PRIMARY KEY (Rooursecode), 
CONSTRAINT RCourse2_FK2 FOREIGN KEY (SID) REFERENCES RStudeot2(SID)); 
CREA1E TABLE oourseEnrolled2 
( StudentEnrolled V ARC'HAR2(7) NOT NULL, 
CourseN arne I V ARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL, 
CourseName2 V ARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL, 
CourseName3 V ARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL, 
CourseName4 V ARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL, 
CourseName5 V ARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL, 
Coun~eName6 V ARCHAR2(30) NOT NULL, 
CONSTRAINT RCourseEnrollled2 _PK PRIMARY KEY (StudentEmolled)); 
*]ink on many side between SlipRegistration and Clerk 
CREA1E TABLE SlipRegistratiou2 
( RSlipNo INTEGER NOT NULL, 
CID IN1EGER, 
CONSTRAINT SlipRegistration2 _PK PRIMARY KEY (RSlipNo ), 






SOL STATEMENT FOR ORDBMS TYPE AND TABLE CREATION 
CREATE TYPE ORSponsor 1 _Typo AS OBJECT 
( SponsoriD Number(6), 
SponsorName V archar2(40), 
Spons01ContactNo Number(lO), 
ORStudcntl ORStudentlTab); 
CREATE TYPE ORAdvisor 1 _Type AS OBJECT 
(A_Code Nmnber(6), 
A_Name Varcbar2(20), 
A ContactNo Number(IO), 
ORStudcnt ORStudcntlTab, 
CourseEorolled ORCourseEorolledl _Type); 
I 
CREATE TYPE ORC1erk1_ Type AS OBJECT 





ORStudent 1 Tab, 
ORSlipReg1Tab, 
ORRegDetails1Tab); 
CREATE TYPE ORRegDetails 1_ Typo AS OBJECT 




CREATE TYPE ORConrseEnrolledl_ Typo AS OBJECT 
( StudentEnro1led V ARCHAR2(7), 
CourseNarne1 VARCHAR2(50), 
CourseNarne2 V ARCHAR2(50), 
CourseName3 V ARCHAR2(50), 
CourseName4 V ARCHAR2(50), 
ConrseName5 V ARCHAR2(50), 
ConrseNarae6 V ARCHAR2(50)); 
I 
CREATE TYPE ORExamUititE1_ Typo AS OBJECT 
( RefereocePersonE Varcbar2( 40), 
ORRegDetails1 ORRegDetai1s1Tab); 
CREATE TYPE ORFinanceF1_ Typo AS OBJECT 
( ReferencePersonF Varehar2(40), 
ORRegDetails 1 ORRegDetails 1 Tab); 
CREATE TYPE ORStudentl_ Typo AS OBJECT 




studentEmail Varohar2(30))NOT FINAL; 
I 
~'subclass for siudl'nt 
CREATE or replace TYPE FotmdationStudenti_Type UNDER ORStudenti_Type 
( Status Varcbar2(10)); 
*subclass for student 
CREATE or replace TYPE UndergradaateStudentl_ Type UNDER ORStudentl_ Type 
( Status Varcbar2(!0)); 
I 
*link at many side between student and Course using complex data type 
*superc1a.<>s 
CREATE TYPE OR Course I _Type AS OBJECT 
(C_CourseCoda Varchar2(14). 
C_CourseName Varchar2 (40), 
C _ credithour Varcbar2 (5)) NOT FINAL; 
I 
*subclass 
CREATE or replace TYPE ORMinor I_ Type UNDER ORCoursel_ Type 
( C_Statusl Varchar2(14)); 
I 
"'subclass 
CREATE or replaoe TYPE ORMajorl_Type UNDER ORCourael_ Type 
( C_Statua2 Varcbar2(14}); 
I 
*:mhclass 
CREATE or replace TYPE OR URI_ Type UNDER OR Course!_ Type 
( C_Statua3 Varcbar2(14)); 
I 
bsubclass 
CREATE or replace TYPE ORCorel_ Type UNDER ORCoursel_Type 
( C_Statua4 Varcbar2(14)); 
I 
*link on many side betvrecn SlipRcgistration and Clerk 
CREATE TYPE ORSiipRegl_TypeAS OBJECT 
( SlipNo Nurubar(6)); 
I 
:t.JU:lk on many .side belween Cuur.s~:Plan and Clcr-k 
CREATE TYPE ORCotrraePlanl_ Type AS OBJECT 
( CourseNameP Varcbar2(40), 
CourseY earP Nurnber(6)); 
CREATE TYPE ORCourse2TabAS TABLE OF ORCoursel_ Type; 
I 
CREATE TYPE ORAdvisor l Tab AS TABLE OF ORAdvisor l _Type; 
I 
CREATE TYPE ORStudentl Tab AS TABLE OF ORStudentl_ Type; 
I 
CREATE TYPE ORS!ipRegl Tab AS TABLE OF ORSlipReg l_ Type; 
I 
CREATE TYPE ORRegDetailsl Tab AS TABLE OF ORRegDetails l_ Type; 
I 
CREATE TYPE ORCoursePlan AS TABLE OF ORCoursePlanl_Type; 
I 
*table for a:>o:ociation class 
CREATE TABLE ORCourseRegDetailsl 
(C coursecode 0Rcourse2tab, 
Student!D ORstudentltab) 
NESTED TABLE C _courseoode STORE AS ORcourse_Lisa, 
NESTED TABLE student!D STORE AS ORstudent_Lisa; 
*table for associa1ion class 
CREATE TABLE ORAdvisedBy 
( GroupName Varcbar2(40), 
C _ CourseCode ORCourse2Tab, 
A_Name ORAdvisorlTab) 
NESTED TABLE C _ ComseCode STORE AS ORComse2 _Lisa, 
NESTED TABLE A_ Name STORE AS ORAdviaor_ List; 
CREATE TABLE ORSponsor 1 _Table OF ORSponsorl _Type 
NESTED TABLE ORStudentl STORE AS orStudentTable; 
CREATE TABLE ORExamUru1l_ Table OF ORExamUrutEl_Type 
NESTED TABLE ORRegDetrulsl STORE AS ORRegDetrulsTable; 
CREATE TABLE ORFinauceUrutl_ Table OF ORFinanceF 1_ Type 
NESTED TABLE ORRegDetrulsl STORE AS ORRegDetrulsTableF; 
CREATE TABLE ORClerkl_ Table OF ORClerkl_ Type 
NESTED TABLE ORSlipRegl SJDRE AS ORSlipRegTableC 
NESTED TABLE ORRegDetailsl STORE AS ORRegDetailsTableC 
NESTED TABLE ORStudentl STORE AS StudentTableC; 
CREATE TABLE ORAdvisor _ Tablel OF ORAdvisor _Type 
NESTED TABLE ORStudent STORE AS ORStudentList; 
CREATE TABLE ORStudentl_Table OF ORStudentl_Type; 
CREATE TABLE ORCoursel_Table OF ORCoursel_Type; 
CREATE TABLE ORMinor 1_ Table OF ORMinor 1_ Type; 
CREATE TABLE ORMajorl_Table OF ORMajor2_Type; 
CREATE TABLE OR URI_ Table OF OR URI_ Type; 
CREATE TABLE ORCorel_Table OF ORCorel_Type; 
CREATE TABLE ORRegDetailsl_Table OF ORRegDetailsl_ Type; 
CREATE TABLE ORFmmdati<.mStudentl_Table OF FmmdationStudentl_ Type; 
CREATE TABLE ORUndergraduateStudentl_ Table OF UndergraduateStudentl_ Type; 
CREATE TABLE ORCoUISeEnrolledl_ Table OF ORCourseEnrolledl_ Type; 
DESCRIBE TABLE 
DESC ORConrsel_ Table 
DESC ORFoundationStudent 1 _Table 
DESC ORUndergraduateStudentl_ Table 
APPENDIX? 
ER DIAGRAM (RELATIONAL MODEL) 
UML{OBJECT RELATIONAL MODEL) 
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Appendix 7.2: ERD for Object Relational Database Model 
APPENDIX& 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS WITH ADMISSION 
AND REGISTRATION UNIT, UTP 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
Final Year Project (Research) 
Information Techaology and Information Sysrem Dept 
"What is the purpose of your unit?" 
"Why do you feel that you need a database?" 
Why is the database important from yom standpoint? 
"How do you know that a database will solve the problem?" 
"What is your opinion with the system that you have now?" 
Have upgrades been forecasted for the near future? 
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